Cold-target recoil-ion-momentum spectroscopy ͑COLTRIMS͒ has been used to study single electron capture from He by Ar 8ϩ ions at projectile velocities between 0.2 and 1.0 a.u. Populations of 3d through 7l states on the final ion are resolved, and angular distributions are presented for separated major final channels. As the projectile velocity is raised, the reaction window is observed to spread. Contrary to expectations based on a Landau-Zener picture of the process, higher n and l become favored with higher v. The results are in excellent agreement with coupled-channel calculations. ͓S1050-2947͑98͒01306-7͔
I. INTRODUCTION
The capture of single electrons from neutral atomic targets by slow, highly charged ions has been heavily studied over the past decade or more, as has been summarized in several review articles ͓1-4͔. The standard picture is that, for projectile velocities small compared to the target electron velocity, the capture proceeds at large internuclear distances at localized crossings between incident and exit channels, populating a narrow range of final states that can be predicted on the basis of several different models, including both classical barrier ͓5,6͔ and multichannel Landau-Zener models ͓2͔. The angular distributions of the final products, which carry information about the trajectory in curvecrossing space that the reactants follow, are less accurately described by the models ͓1,7-12͔. However, coupledchannel calculations have been able to predict both finalstate distributions and, in some cases, angular distributions with remarkable accuracy in cases where the number of final channels is small enough to admit such a calculation ͓13,14͔. As the projectile velocity is raised, it is known that eventually the curve-crossing picture is replaced by a momentummatching one that favors capture into the most tightly bound vacant orbital on the projectile, and which allows the dominant participation of inner-shell target electrons ͓15͔. Less experimental information is available in the intermediate region between these two extremes, partly due to the technical difficulty of doing high-resolution state-selective measurements or angular distribution measurements for higher energy projectiles. Most state-selective information that is available in this region has been obtained spectroscopically, which, although high resolution, does not allow simultaneous scattering angle measurements.
In this paper, we use cold-target recoil-ion-momentum spectroscopy ͑COLTRIMS͒ ͓16-18͔ to overcome these technical difficulties. For the case of single electron capture, the final momentum of the target ion gives uniquely the electronic energy release in the reaction, and the transverse recoil momentum gives the equivalent of the projectile scattering angle. Thus the projectile beam need not be either highly collimated or highly monoenergetic. These characteristics of COLTRIMS have been previously exploited for the study of capture by both singly ͓19,20͔ and highly charged ͓21,22͔ projectiles. In the present study, we are able to raise the projectile velocity into the region where the reaction window begins to spread substantially. We find the perhaps nonintuitive result that the first effect of this spreading is to admit the population of states with larger principal quantum numbers and higher angular momentum, rather than the population of more tightly bound final states as would be expected from a Landau-Zener argument.
The projectile Ar 8ϩ was chosen for these studies as a prototypical closed-shell ion bearing sufficient electronic charge that the splitting of the final l-states can be experimentally resolved. For this case, the subshell splitting dominates the Stark splitting of the levels of the residual ion in the field of the residual target ion. ͑For nearly bare projectiles, this is not the case; this case will be dealt with in a forthcoming paper.͒ Single capture from He by Ar 8ϩ has been studied by several groups previously in the low velocity region. Following early total cross section measurements ͓23,24͔, Kimura and Olson ͓25͔ performed molecular orbital calculations for the nϭ4 final states, the dominant final states, and found total cross sections in agreement with experiment. Druetta et al. ͓26͔ performed photon-spectroscopic measurements from which they deduced partial cross sections for nϭ4 and nϭ5 levels. For nϭ4, their results were found to be in agreement with molecular orbital calculations for nϭ4, as well as with the results of Kimura and Olson. These results also agreed with energy gain results of Roncin ͓27͔. In their velocity range ͑v below 0.3 a.u.͒ little energy dependence of the cross sections was observed. Bordenave-Montesquieu et al. ͓28͔ and Hutton et al. ͓29͔ used 
II. EXPERIMENT
A schematic of our COLTRIMS apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 . The incident beam of 10 pA of Ar 8ϩ was delivered by the KSU EBIS through a 1 mm by 1 mm aperture. It crossed a supersonically cooled He jet having a target density near 10 11 atoms/cm 2 and a geometrical width of 2 mm. He ions created in the interaction region were extracted by a transverse electric field of 10 to 50 V/cm and sent onto the face of a two-dimensional position-sensitive channel-plate detector ͑2DPSD͒ located 40 cm away. Meanwhile the projectile ions proceeded 3 m downstream through charge-separation plates onto the face of a second 2DPSD. In the present experiment, only the Ar 7ϩ projectiles resulting from capture were allowed to hit the detector. The flight time of the He recoil was measured relative to the arrival time of the Ar 7ϩ ion. The vector momentum of the He recoil was calculated from this flight time and the position at which the recoil struck the recoil detector. Using a weak focusing lens in the extractor region and an appropriate drift space, an overall momentum resolution of 0.18 a.u. ͑full width at half maximum͒ for the recoil was obtained. The data were taken in event-mode recording, whereby the positions from both detectors and the relative flight time were recorded for each event. The data cover simultaneously the final channels for single capture and transfer ionization, corresponding to the coincident detection of He ϩ and He 2ϩ with Ar 7ϩ , respectively. In this paper we analyze only the former channel.
The Q value for the reaction is related to the z momentum, p z , of the recoil ion by ͓36͔
where v is the projectile velocity ͑atomic units are used throughout͒ and the z axis lies along the beam. Here Q is the electronic energy released in the capture process, the difference between the binding energy of the final state of the Ar 7ϩ (n,l) ion and the ionization potential of the He target ͑24.59 eV͒. Thus the p z spectrum gives directly the distribution of final state populations. The transverse recoil momentum, p Ќ ϭͱ(p x 2 ϩ p y 2 ), carries information equivalent to that of the angular scattering of the projectile, since the transverse momentum received by the recoil is exactly opposite to that received by the projectile for capture. Figure 2 shows a density plot of the recoil momentum spectrum for vϭ0.5 a.u. The horizontal axis is the Q value, obtained from p z using Eq. ͑1͒. The vertical axis is p Ќ , presented as a projectile scattering angle ͑͒ using the equation
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. General characteristics of data
where p 0 is the projectile beam momentum. The Q-value resolution in this spectrum is 2.4 eV, or 0.3 eV/charge. This represents 1 part in 10 5 of the beam energy, illustrating the advantage of the recoil method over the projectile energyanalysis method. The efficiency of the COLTRIMS system is such that the time required to accumulate a spectrum such as shown in Fig. 2 is about 2 h. FIG. 2. Density plot of scattering angle vs Q for a projectile velocity of 0.5 a.u. The vertical axis was obtained from the recoil p Ќ using Eq. ͑2͒, while the horizontal axis was obtained from the recoil p z using Eq. ͑1͒. Figure 3 shows Q-value spectra obtained by projecting two-dimensional spectra such as Fig. 2 onto the horizontal axis, for three representative velocities. The population distribution for vϭ0.2 a.u. is very close to that found by previous low-velocity experiments, with domination by the 4d state and smaller contributions by 4 f , 4p, 4s, and 5s. This final state distribution is not very velocity dependent until the velocity is raised to about 0.5 a.u. The most important initial result from raising the velocity is seen to be a spreading of the reaction window, as is seen from the center panel of Fig.  3 , where the population of both the 4 f and 4s states is seen to have become nearly equal to that of the 4d and 4 p states. As the velocity is raised above 0.8 a.u., a rather dramatic change in the final-state population occurs that cannot simply be described as a broadening of the reaction window. A rather sudden onset of a strong population of the 5d-5g occurs in this region, and by the time vϭ1.0 a.u. this group has a population comparable to that of the 4d-4 f dominant group.
B. Energy gain spectra
A physical explanation for the increasing importance of high angular momentum states may be that, as v increases, the electrons extracted from the target have larger angular momentum in the rest frame of the projectile and can thus populate a full distribution of the magnetic substates associated with even the higher l states. For example, the classical barrier radius for the transfer of one electron in the present case is 7 a.u., and for vϭ1 a.u. the product of v and b is 7, which is quite large enough to account for the strong population of states with large angular momentum projections onto an axis perpendicular to the collision plane. In the strict Landau-Zener picture of the collision, only states are involved; rotational coupling is ignored. For v at or below about 0.1 a.u., this has proved to be a reasonable assumption, and it is well established that the population of a particular state has much more to do with the location of that state within the reaction window than with its particular quantum numbers. Apart from the Taulbjerg factor ͓32͔, which describes how the coupling strength is distributed among different l for a given n, angular momentum selection rules play little role. This is no longer true for v near 1 a.u., however. Rotational coupling cannot be ignored in this region, and the full manifold of magnetic states for a given l, even for high l, comes into play.
In order to subject this speculative explanation to a quantitative test, we have performed coupled channel calculations for this system for velocities of 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 a.u. The calculation used the procedure described by Fritsch and Lin ͓14͔ and included 41 states. All states up to nϭ5 were implemented in the Ar 8ϩ projectile center, and states up to nϭ3 were included on the He ϩ target center. The close coupling calculation views the He target as a one electron atom, where the electron moves in a spherically symmetric potential, including Coulomb and screening interactions, from the He ϩ core:
Similarly the Ar 8ϩ ion is treated as a frozen core from which the electron sees the potential:
Since the semiclassical approximation, where the internuclear motion is treated classically, is adopted here, all state amplitudes are computed as a function of impact parameter.
The resulting calculated population distributions are compared with the present results in Fig. 4 . It is seen that both the initial effect of reaction window spreading and the rather sudden onset of strong population of the 5d-5g group for vϭ1 a.u. is reproduced by the calculation. It is interesting to note that the calculation shows that most of this population increase is due to the 5g state. We note that a Landau-Zener argument could easily lead one to expect erroneously that, as v is raised, states with lower n ͑and l͒ will become favored, since these states are those that have crossings at smaller internuclear distances, and thus have larger coupling matrix elements, and should therefore have optimal nondiabatic behavior at higher velocities than should the states that cross farther out. This behavior is seen in the predicted multichannel Landau-Zener populations also shown in Fig. 4 . However, a comparison of this prediction with the data in that figure shows that the increasingly important role of rotational coupling appears to dominate any shift in the reaction window caused by the shift of optimum nondiabaticity. The experimental result is that the centroid of the effective reaction window moves to higher n ͑and l͒ rather than to lower n. The average Q value for the capture decreases instead of increasing. A similar qualitative effect was seen by Wu et al. ͓37͔ for O 7ϩ, 8ϩ and N 7ϩ on He in average Q-value measurements.
C. Angular distributions
In Fig. 5 we present angular distributions for the 4s, 4p, and 4 f -4d channels for vϭ0.5 a.u. The ''half-Coulomb'' angle ( c ) for each case ͑ c ϭQ/2E, where E is the beam energy ͓8͔͒ is indicated by an arrow in each figure. This angle is that to which the projectile would be scattered for an impact parameter equal to the crossing radius if Coulomb potential curves are employed. It is common in the literature to discuss angular scattering for low-energy scattering by highly charged ions in terms of semiclassical trajectories along such Coloumb potential curves. Andersson and Bárány ͓9-11͔ combined such a model with a multichannel LandauZener model for the quantitative analysis of several collision systems ͓9-12͔. A common result of such an approach is that the angular distributions have a minimum at the position of the half-Coulomb angle, separating regions of capture ''on the way in'' at smaller angles from capture ''on the way out'' at larger angles. This behavior has never really been seen in experiment. In order to see if some of the structure in Fig. 5 can be attributed to such features, we carried out calculations using the program of Andersson and Bárány ͓11͔ to evaluate angular distributions from this model. We compare the results to the present data in Fig. 5 . In order to take approximate account of the experimental angular resolution, we have folded the model results in Fig. 5 into a resolution function of width 0.01 mrad. The model results have been normalized to approximately match the experimental peak heights in the figure. The model assumes localized crossings for all transitions, and this assumption gives rise to stepfunction-like angular distributions; this behavior is of course not expected in the real data, and is not seen. There is some similarity between the data and the model result, but it is clear that this model is not adequate to describe any of the details of the present data.
Angular distributions were also calculated from the coupled-channel transition amplitudes. The standard Eikonal transformation was used to convert the amplitude dependence from impact parameter to scattering angle ͓38͔. The- results are shown in Fig. 6 . The agreement is seen to be very good, showing that the theoretical coupled-channel description of this collision process by this approach is nearly complete. This is a considerable feat when it is realized that 41 states must be included in the calculation. The high frequency oscillations seen in the calculation, of period near 0.02 mrad, are not seen in the experiment. This seems to be a real discrepancy between experiment and theory, since the experimental resolution of 0.01 mrad should have been adequate to resolve this structure in the present experiment, were it present in nature. However, we do not have a direct way to establish the experimental resolution from any observed sharp features in any of the transverse momentum spectra.
In spite of its failure to predict the advent of strong population of high-l ͑and n͒ states at the highest velocity, the Landau-Zener model does rather well at predicting the population distributions for the two lower velocities. It is therefore somewhat surprising that it fares so poorly in predicting the angular distributions. We suspect that this failure lies primarily in its incorrect prediction of the impact-parameter dependence of the reaction. The Landau-Zener ͑LZ͒ model assumes that each transition is local, taking place at the relevant crossing radius. In fact, an examination of the impactparameter dependences from the coupled-channel calculations shows that the transitions are not nearly as localized as would be expected from the LZ calculation, and place much more weight on impact parameters inside the crossing radii than the LZ model would predict. Finally, we note that the use of the universal Olson and Salop matrix coupling element is very difficult to defend at velocities near 1 a.u., since no account of electron translational factors is taken into account in this formulation. We conclude that, while the localized-crossing picture is useful for qualitative arguments, it is probably inappropriate to press it too hard in making detailed predictions.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented data for single capture from He by Ar 8ϩ over a velocity range extending from the ''lowvelocity'' range (vϭ0.2 a.u.) to the ''intermediate-velocity '' range (vϳ1 a.u.) . The data have been obtained using COLTRIMS, which has allowed us to emerge from the lowvelocity regime and to obtain high quality angular and Q-value information simultaneously over a wide velocity range. A Q-value resolution between 1.0 and 5 eV was obtained, simultaneous with a transverse momentum transfer, or projectile scattering angle, resolution of 0.005 to 0.05 mrad. The final state distributions are found to be in agreement with previous results for low v. As v is raised, two major effects are observed. First, the reaction window spreads. Second, the population of high-l ͑and high n͒ states is seen to increase rapidly. This effect is opposite to what one would expect from a Landau-Zener model. Coupled-channel calculations using an atomic basis were performed for this system. The agreement with the data is excellent in the prediction of the final state populations, in particular the increasing importance of high l at the larger v. We attribute this to the increasing importance of rotational coupling for higher v. While a Landau-Zener treatment of the angular distributions appears inadequate, the coupledchannel calculations also describe rather well the angular distributions. It appears that the coupled-channel theoretical treatment of this process is under good control in nearly all aspects, even with such a larger number of active channels involved. An examination of the impact-parameter dependences from the calculation shows little evidence that a localized-crossing picture of the capture resembles quantitative reality.
